**The Barnyard Blast Game**

**CONTENTS**
12 Pigs, Game Unit (Motorized Game Base, Support Elements & Cloud Cone)

**OBJECT**
Get rid of all your pigs by makin’ them fly and givin’ them away!

**SET-UP**
Everybody take an equal number of pigs to start your personal pig pile. Press the on/off button in the center of the game unit to start the clouds spinning.

**PLAY**
Take turns spinning the spinner, and everyone plays at the same time. Depending on what image appears on the spinner in front of you, do the following:
- **Flying Pig:** Launch one of your pigs. You get one try. If it doesn’t fly (stick to the cloud cone) return it to your pig pile.
- **Parachuting Pig:** Pluck a flying pig from the sky and add him to your pig pile. If there aren’t any flying pigs, lucky for you! You don’t have to take a pig.
- **Pig Jumps a Fence:** Give one of your piggy’s to somebody else.
- **Sneezing Pig:** Nothing happens! Your pigs are sleeping. After everyone has done their required action, somebody else spins the spinner and plays again the same way.

**WINNING**
If you’re the first to be completely pigless, OINK OINK! - you’re the winner!

---

**Assembly Instructions**

**Step 1**
Unscrew the battery compartment cover and insert 2 AA batteries. Make sure the positive and negative ends match the contacts. Replace cover and screw down.

**Step 2**
Cone supports only the A area of the motorized base. Gently press down on the contrase until they lock into place.

**Step 3**
Lift the cloud cone (1A). Press the two open surfaces of the cloud cone together (3A) on the inside, push them away, and create a cone shape (1C).

**Step 4**
Follow the instruction for the final assembly. Match from the top. Make sure the clouds cone, between the cone support plug and cloud cone, also support bar (D) are placed in the main support tube. The cones support tube and the main support tube will be the main support tube. Please see note (1B) on the motorized base.

---

**WARNING:**
Check for small parts. Not suitable for children under the age of 3 years.